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The existence of black holes in the intermediate-mass interval between
102 M and 105 M, filling the gap between the stellar and the super-
massive black holes is a key prediction to explain the origin of luminous
QSOs at redshifts z as large as 7. There is a sheer difficulty in form-
ing a 109 M black hole in less than one billion years. This has led
to the concept of seed black holes. They are high-z intermediate-mass
black holes that formed during the dark ages of the universe. Seeds are
a transient population, which later grew massive through episodes of
accretion and mergers. In this chapter we explore the possibility of dis-
covering seed black holes and track their growth across all cosmic epoch,
by detecting the gravitational wave signal they emit at the time of their
coalescence, if/when they pair to form close binaries. We show that
the ESA’s LISA mission for the detection of low-frequency gravitational
waves will be paramount in granting this insight. Gravitational waves
travel unimpeded through the cosmos and carry exquisite information
on the masses and spins of the merging black holes. To this purpose we
introduce key concepts on the gravitational wave emission from binaries,
describing briefly their formation pathway during halo-halo mergers and
galaxy collisions.
1 Preprint of a review volume chapter to be published in Latif, M., & Schleicher,
D.R.G., ”Probing the formation of the seeds of supermassive black holes with gravi-
tational waves”, Formation of the First Black Holes, 2018 c©Copyright World Scientific
Publishing Company, https://www.worldscientific.com/worldscibooks/10.1142/10652
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1. Paving the way to unveil black holes in the high redshift
universe
The simplest object in Nature is a black hole (BH)∗ exact solution of Ein-
stein’s field equations representing a spinning, point mass M, in otherwise
empty space. BHs are believed to power many astrophysical sources, from
the luminous quasi-stellar objects (QSOs) to the galactic X-ray sources,
through the conversion of gravitational energy into electromagnetic (EM)
radiation. In this chapter we show that BHs in close binaries are among
the most powerful sources of gravitational waves (GWs) in the universe.
EM observations reveal the occurrence of BHs in two different fla-
vors: the stellar-origin black holes (sBHs) and the supermassive black holes
(SMBHs). sBHs are widespread in all the galaxies of the universe, as they
are the relic of massive stars. They started to form in pristine, dark matter
halos as early as redshift z ∼ 20 from the collapse of massive population III
stars (Madau and Rees, 2001), and continue to form in the galaxies as stars
do. When a sBH is bound to a star in a close binary, it lights up as X-ray
source, but when bound to a sBH, the system emits GWs. The GW signal
is initially weak, but it grows loud when the two sBHs are in the process
of merging to form a new sBH. GW150914 (Abbott et al., 2016a), the first
cosmic source of GWs hosting two coalescing sBHs, is a chief example.
Prior to the discovery of GW150914, the measurements of sBH masses
in the Milky Way Galaxy were indicating a narrow distribution around
7.8±1.2 M (O¨zel et al., 2010). The discovery of ”heavy” sBHs, with mass
up to ∼ 36+5−4 M, in GW150914, has shown that the sBH mass spectrum is
wider than EM observations revealed so far. With the recent detection of
GW170608 which hosts a sBH of 7+2−2 M, the mass function of coalescing
sBHs extends, bracketing uncertainties, between about 5 M and about
40 M[Abbott et al. (2017b,d,c)].
Theoretical studies (Heger and Woosley, 2002) show that the mass of
a sBH, M sBH• , depends not only on the mass of the progenitor star on the
zero-age main sequence mzams, but also on the metallicity Z, and degree of
(differential) rotation. The metallicity controls the extent of mass loss by
winds during stellar evolution (Vink, 2008). The sBH may form through
∗Through this chapter, BHs are described by the Kerr family of solutions and carry no
hair. The modulus of the spin vector S is expressed in terms of the dimensionless spin
parameter χspin ≡ |S|c/(GM2), where M is the BH mass. According to the cosmic
censorship conjecture |χspin| ≤ 1. If this condition is violated, a naked singularity ap-
pears and General Relativity would not be able to describe the exterior solution nor the
dynamics of BHs in Nature.
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Abbreviation full name
BH black hole
QSO quasi-stellar object
EM electromagnetic
GW gravitational waves
sBH stellar-origin black hole
SMBH supermassive black hole
IMBH intermediate-mass black hole
MBH massive black hole
PPI pulsational pair-instability
PISN pair instability supernova
AGN active galactic nuclei
MDO massive dark object
GR General Relativity
ISCO innermost stable orbit
BBH binary black hole
PN post-Newtonian
NR Numerical Relativity
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
IMRI intermediate mass ratio inspirals
EMRI extreme mass ratio inspiral
IMF initial mass function
the fall back of bound material onto a hot-neutron star driven unstable
above its maximum mass during the supernova explosion, or through direct
collapse. Consensus is rising that heavy sBHs form in sub-solar metallicity
environments, and that in general heavier, lower metallicity stars release
heavier sBHs (Belczynski et al., 2010; Spera et al., 2015; Belczynski et al.,
2016b). However, at increasingly larger stellar masses, pair instabilities
and pair instability supernovae create an edge in the sBH mass distribution
around 40 − 60 M (Giacobbo et al., 2018), and possibly a gap between
about 40 − 60 M and 120 M.† For stars with mzams > 220 M and
†In metal-poor stars with Z < 0.7 Z (with Z = 0.01524) and mass 70 < mzams/M <
150, pulsational pair-instabilities (PPIs) cause substantial mass loss during explosive
oxygen/silicon burning, limiting the maximum mass of the sBH to about MsBH• ' 40-
60 M(Woosley, 2017; Belczynski et al., 2016a; Spera and Mapelli, 2017). Pair instability
supernovae (PISNae) appear at lower metallicities, Z ≤ 8× 10−3 ' 0.5 Z. In the mass
range about 150 < mzams/M < 220 M, PISNae lead to the complete disruption of
the star, leaving no remnant.
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metallicities below 0.07Z, the sBH mass function resumes and sBHs with
masses in excess of about 120 M can form, if very massive stars form
in Nature. The mass spectrum of currently observed sBHs is sketched in
Figure 1.
Supermassive black holes (SMBHs) are observed as luminous QSOs and
active galactic nuclei (AGN), fed by accretion of gas (Merloni, 2016), or as
massive dark objects (MDOs) at the centre of quiescent galaxies by tracing
the stellar and/or gas dynamics in the nuclear regions (Kormendy and Ho,
2013). The SMBH mass spectrum currently observed extend from about
5×104 M (the SMBH in the galaxy RGG118 (Baldassare et al., 2015)) up
to about 1.2×1010 M (SDSS J0100+2802 (Wu et al., 2015)), as illustrated
in Figure 1.
Observations suggest that SMBHs have grown in mass through repeated
episodes of gas accretion and (to a minor extent) through mergers with
other BHs. This complex process initiates with the formation of a seed BH
of yet unknown origin. The concept of seed has emerged to explain the
appearance of a large number of SMBHs of billion suns at z ∼ 6, shining
when the universe was only 1 Gyr old (Jiang et al., 2016). In addition,
the discovery of the correlation (Kormendy and Ho, 2013) between the
SMBH mass M• and the stellar velocity dispersion σ in nearby spheroids,
extended to low values of the velocity dispersion, predicts BH masses of
M• ∼ 104.6 M, at σ as low as 40 km s−1 (typical of nuclear star clusters)
(van den Bosch, 2016). Furthermore, the comparison between the local
SMBHs mass density, as inferred from the M• − σ relation, with limits
imposed by the cosmic X-ray background light, resulting from unresolved
AGN powered by SMBHs in the mass interval between 108−9 M, indi-
cates that radiative efficient accretion played a large part in the building of
SMBHs below z ∼ 3, and that information is lost upon their initial mass
spectrum (Marconi et al., 2004). Thus, SMBHs are believed to emerge from
a population of seeds of yet unconstrained initial mass, in the range from
about 100 M to about 104−5 M. BHs in this mass interval are custom-
arily referred to as intermediate mass black holes (IMBHs).‡
The word seed embodies two concepts. Seeds are IMBHs that form
”early” in cosmic history (at redshift z ∼ 20, when the universe is only 180
Myr old). They form in metal-poor environments under rare conditions,
‡Here on, we refer to as seed BHs those IMBHs that grow to give origin to the population
of SMBHs. With BH seeds (or better BH progenitors) we refer instead to those stellar
configurations, which through core collapse, evolve into IMBHs (or seed BHs) which
terminate their evolution as SMBH.
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and grow over cosmic time by accretion and mergers. Some of these seeds
are able to grow to giant sizes, of up to 108−1010 M, enabling the presence
of luminous QSOs during the epoch of cosmic reionization.
Different formation channels have been proposed for the seeds (Volon-
teri, 2010; Schleicher et al., 2013; Latif and Ferrara, 2016). Light seeds
refer to IMBHs of about 100 M and up to ∼ 103 M. Seeds of about
100 M (above the instability gap) are the relics of the first generation of
massive stars of zero or very low-metallicity (see chapter ??), while seeds
of ∼ 103 M likely arise from runaway collisions of massive stars in dense
star clusters of low metallicity (Mapelli, 2016; Devecchi et al., 2012, see
chapter ??), or from repeated mergers of sBHs in star clusters subjected to
gas-driven evolution (Lupi et al., 2014).
Heavy seeds refer instead to IMBHs of about 104−5 M resulting from
the monolithic collapse of massive gas clouds, forming in Tvir>∼104 K metal-
free halos exposed to an intense H2 photo-dissociating ultraviolet flux (Latif
et al., 2013; Dijkstra et al., 2014; Habouzit et al., 2016; Regan et al., 2017,
see chapter ??).§ The seeds of the first SMBHs are still elusive to the
most instruments that exist today, preventing us to set constraints on their
nature.
In the current cosmological framework, and according to recent studies
(Valiante et al., 2018) that we take here to set a logical flow, light and heavy
seeds form around 15 < z < 18, inside halos of comparable masses of about
108 M, and evolve in isolation for their first 150-200 Myrs. Over this lapse
time, the halos are enriched of baryons through gas inflows from the external
medium and seeds grow via Bondi accretion (with accretion rates M˙ ∝M2• )
or at (super-) Eddington rates (M˙ ∝M•). Then halo-halo multiple mergers
begin at z ∼ 10. Seed BHs are necessarily a transient population of objects
and inferring their initial mass function from observations is possible only
as long as they preserve some features acquired at birth. As an illustration
of this concept, Figure 2 shows the mass distribution of both light and
heavy seeds before halos experience multiple mergers (Valiante et al., 2018).
Isolated heavy seeds are accreting gas more efficiently than their lighter
counterparts. Both populations grow, but as heavy seeds grow faster, then
the two population remain distinct over time, and retain information of
their origin. As a result of efficient growth and radiative feedback, the host
galaxies of heavy seeds experience a less intense star formation activity,
and have lower stellar content and lower metallicities. Below z < 10, the
§Heavy seeds might also form in major gas-rich galaxy mergers over a wider range of
redshifts, as mergers trigger massive nuclear inflows (Mayer et al., 2015).
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fraction of isolated systems dramatically decreases to less than 2% (20%),
for heavy (light) seed hosts, as both major and minor mergers occur among
halos. Thus, below this redshift binary seed BHs might form through halo-
halo mergers. As seeds grow via mergers and accretion, it is extremely
difficult to infer their initial mass spectrum, as they evolve into massive
BHs (MBHs) of 106 − 107 M, and some to SMBHs (108 − 1010 M).
To unveil seeds and track their early growth we need to have access
to an overwhelmingly wide cosmological volume and have the capability of
measuring at the earliest possible redshifts, their masses and spins. How
can this be possible?
According to General Relativity (GR), BHs of any flavor captured in
binaries are loud sources of GWs at the time of their merging. Their GW
signal contains direct information on the individual masses and spins of the
BHs, and on the source luminosity distance. Thus, detecting binary BHs
through their GW signal over a wide range of masses offers a unique way
to learn about how and when seeds form and pair in binaries.
The Gravitational Wave Universe is the universe we can sense using
GWs as messengers (Colpi and Sesana, 2017; Amaro-Seoane et al., 2017).
By observing this universe over a wide interval of GW frequencies, from
mHz to kHz, will enable us answering a number of key questions:
• Are sBHs the only elementary building blocks of SMBHs, or is there a
”genetic” divide between sBHs and SMBHs, with heavy seeds being the
only path to SMBH formation?
• Are there yet undiscovered channels of SMBH formation, calling for the
existence of unforeseen, unstable MDOs?
• Can we predict from cosmological models and numerical simulations the
mass, spin and mass ratio distributions of seed BHs?
• How fast do seeds grow hand-in-hand with the growth of cosmic struc-
tures?
• Can we distinguish at statistical level from the GW data the nature of
the seeds, whether light or heavy, and infer if one population dominates
over the other?
• How fast information on the two seed populations has been corrupted by
the cosmic growth of structures?
• Do seed BHs merge when halos merge?
• How do seed BHs pair in pristine dark matter halos? Is their pairing
driven in-situ from local dynamics, or induced by halo-halo mergers only?
• What do low redshift MBHs at the centre of dwarf galaxies or IMBHs in
dense star clusters tell us about seeds?
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This chapter is organized as follows: In § 2 we briefly describe how gas
accretion shapes the mass and spin of BHs. § 3 describes shortly the nature
of GWs, while § 4 gives an overview of the dynamics of BH binaries and
the GW signal they emit. § 5 describes how seed BHs can be detected
as GW sources by LISA, and IMBHs by the LIGO-Virgo Observatories in
their advanced configurations. In § 6 we show LISA unique capabilities of
detecting BHs in the universe over a yet uncharted interval of masses and
redshifts, while in § 7 we describe shortly the formation channels of binary
BHs. Coalescence rates for heavy seeds are given in § 8. Before concluding,
we explore briefly in § 9 the possibility of discovering IMBHs of 102−103 M
retained in globular clusters or/and in nuclear star clusters, and MBHs
between 104 − 106 M in dwarf galaxies by detecting their multiband GW
signal.
2. Accreting black holes
Seed BHs are transitional objects as they are expected to undergo episodes
of accretion and mergers that change their mass and spin. Accretion may
occur via an optically thick, geometrically thin disc which carries mass
and angular momentum, transferred to the BH at the innermost stable
circular orbit (ISCO) close to the BH event horizon. The BH spin thus
changes in norm and direction (Bardeen and Petterson, 1975). Phases
of super-Eddington accretion from a thick disc are possible, which bring
to fast mass growth of the seeds in gas-rich gravitational potential wells
(Lupi et al., 2016). Accretion at a luminosity L equal to a fraction fE
of the Eddington luminosity LE enhances the BH mass on an e−folding
time τBH,acc = 4.7× 108η/[fE(1− η)] yr, where η is the accretion efficiency,
which varies from 0.057 (for χspin = 0) to 0.151 (for χspin = 0.9) and
0.43 (χspin = 1, for a maximally rotating BH). Mass accretion and spin
are tightly coupled. A non-rotating (maximally-rotating) BH is spun-up
(spun-down) to χspin = 1 (to spin zero) after increasing its mass by only a
factor
√
6 (
√
3/2) for prograde (retrograde) accretion. If accretion comes
in clumps of matter randomly oriented, after a sufficiently long time the
BH spin is expected to be low (as retrograde accretion carries a higher
angular momentum then prograde accretion). Instead, episodes of coherent
accretion in a stable direction leave behind a highly spinning BH (King
et al., 2005; Perego et al., 2009). Measuring the spin of coalescing seeds,
IMBHs and MBHs in close binaries bring precious information on the way
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BHs have accreted gas in the host galaxy (Sesana et al., 2014).
3. Gravitational waves in a nut-shell
According to GR, a GW is a perturbation of the metric tensor hµν in the
4-dimensional spacetime, which propagates at the speed of light over a
stationary (flat) background. In the traceless and transversal gauge, the
perturbation hµν , orthogonal to the propagation direction, has vanishing
space-time and time-time components so that the GW is characterized by
only two linearly independent propagating degrees of freedom, called the
cross and plus polarizations, and denoted as h× and h+ respectively. A
single detector can measure a linear combination, called strain amplitude,
h(t) = F+h+(t) + F×h×(t), where F+ and F× are the antenna patterns of
the detector, which depend on the source sky position (Sathyaprakash and
Schutz, 2009).
Gravitational radiation is sourced by non-symmetrically accelerated
masses (the ”charges” of gravity), and tracks the large scale coherent mo-
tions of cosmic bodies. Thus, there is a similarity with the process of
emission of EM radiation from accelerated elementary charged particles.
But, no gravitational dipole radiation is emitted, as the time derivative
of the mass dipole moment D =
∑
miri of a closed system is the total
linear momentum which is conserved, i.e. D¨ = 0. Hence, at the leading
order in the multipole expansion, gravitational radiation is quadrupolar,
where the quadrupole moment is of order Q ∼ εMR2 for a source of mass
M , size R, with ε describing the extent of the non-symmetric deforma-
tion. Einstein’s linearized field equations establish a relation between Q
and the strain amplitude h ∝ Q¨: a back of the envelope calculation gives
h ∼ (R/d)(RG/R)(v/c)2, where RG = 2GM/c2 is the Schwarzschild radius
associated to the mass M , d the source distance, and v the velocity of the
asymmetric mass motion (G and c denote the gravitational constant and
the speed of light). A compact self-gravitating source (R>∼RG) moving at
relativistic speed (v<∼c) has h ∼ GM/(c2d). Binary black holes (BBHs) at
the time of their coalescence have separations R comparable to about 2RG
(with MB the total mass of the binary) and thus h ∼ 2GMB/(c2d). In
typical astrophysical conditions, h ∼ 10−22 − 10−19. The frequency of the
GW is related to the inverse of the dynamical time associated to the non-
symmetric motion, fgw ∼
√
RG/R (c/R). In the case of a BBH coalescence,
fgw is close to c
3/(GMB), as described in section 4.
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4. Linking the black hole binary dynamics to the GW signal
In GR, a binary system comprising two masses emits GWs and as GWs
carry away orbital energy and angular momentum, the binary is fated to
coalesce. Calculating the dynamics and radiative properties of two coalesc-
ing BHs requires solving Einstein’s non-linear field equations in the frame-
work of the so called ”geometro-dynamics” where spacetime is foliated into
a series of surfaces that allow the notion of time (Lehner and Pretorius,
2014).
The coalescence of a BH binary in vacuum has the beauty of being one of
the elementary processes in Nature. It is a well posed problem characterized
by a relatively small set of intrinsic parameters: the mass ratio q ≡ m2/m1,
where m1 and m2 are the masses of the two BHs in the binary, and the BH
individual spins S1 (equal to χ
1
spinGm
2
1/c) and S2 defined at large (initial)
separations. The initial semi-major axis of the relative orbit (or total energy
EB), and the modulus of the orbital angular momentum L (whose direction
can be taken as reference axis due to the isotropy of space) define the initial
condition and the nature of the orbit (whether it is a head-on collision or
a gentle inspiral from an initially bound orbit). The merger product is a
new Kerr black hole of mass Mf and spin Sf . There is no intrinsic scale in
vacuum Einstein’s gravity. Thus any solution can be re-scaled knowing the
binary mass MB = m1 +m2 under study.
Coalescing BHs produce a universal GW signal which contains unique
information on the BH individual masses and spins that source the gravi-
tational field and its vibrations. The GW signal is as a progression of 3+1
phases:
• The late-inspiral refers to the phase in which the two BHs can still be con-
sidered as structureless and their dynamics and emission can be described
by Post Newtonian (PN) theory (Blanchet, 2014). The two BHs in this
phase have small orbital velocities compared to the speed of light c. This
phase, which is the longer lasting, is crucial in obtaining first estimates of
the binary system’s parameters. If the BHs carry high spins, spin-orbit and
spin-spin couplings lead to in-plane and off-plane spin precessions around
the total angular momentum (Schnittman, 2004), and the GW encodes
these changes (Santamar´ıa et al., 2010).
• The merger refers to the non linear plunge-in phase, coalescence and
early post-merger. Moving at around one third of the speed of light, the
two highly deformed BH spacetimes are described in the realm of Numeri-
cal Relativity (NR) as the faithfulness of the PN expansion decreases. The
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plunge refers to the rapid increase in the magnitude of the inward radial
velocity leading to merger, and initiates when the two BHs attain a distance
comparable to ISCO, defined here as RISCO = 6GMB/c
2. NR simulations
are successful in tracing the non-linear dynamics of the highly distorted
vacuum spacetime (Lehner and Pretorius, 2014).
• The ring-down is the phase describing the rapid settling of the new BH
into a quiescent, stationary state described by the Kerr family which is
attained after the GWs carry away any residual spacetime deformation.
The radiation consists of a superposition of quasi-normal modes whose fre-
quencies and decaying timescales depend only on the mass and spin of the
BH, according to the ”no-hair” theorem (Berti et al., 2016). This phase is
tracked using NR simulations and/or perturbation theory.
• A fourth phase of recoil exists, as the new BH that forms experience a
natal kick (Zlochower et al., 2011). The gravitational recoil emerges when
the two BHs are not symmetric, as in this case GWs carry away linear
moment. The asymmetry can be due to unequal masses, unequal spins, or
a combination of the two. For non spinning BHs, the maximum recoil is
of ∼ 175 km s−1 when the mass ratio is q ∼ 0.195. But generic binaries
with in-plane spin components may lead to much higher recoil velocities, up
to ∼ 4000 km s−1 which arise when equal-mass, maximally spinning BHs
merge with spins in the orbital plane equal in magnitude and opposite in
direction.
In the next section we focus on key properties of the GW signal in the
inspiral phase, particularly relevant when searching for high redshift seed
BHs.
4.1. The inspiral and chirp of black holes in binaries
The GW signal during the inspiral phase can be represented as a sequence
of quasi-closed orbits where the semi-major axis a and eccentricity e both
decrease with time, as in GR, orbital energy is carried away by GW radia-
tion faster than orbital angular momentum. Little eccentricity is indeed left
at the time of coalescence, unless binaries form in triple interaction (Bonetti
et al., 2017). For this reason and for quest of simplicity, we focus only on
circular binaries. Under this assumption, the GW signal is, to leading or-
der, a monochromatic wave of frequency fgw = 2fK = pi
−1(GMB/a3)1/2
in the source rest frame. fgw depends on the square root of total mass of
the binary MB and on a
−3/2. Thus, depending on the separation a, BBHs
can emit at arbitrarily low frequencies, and only when approaching coales-
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cence, i.e. when a approaches RISCO, the frequency of the GW attains its
maximum.
The orbital energy of a binary is a function of a, and can be expressed in
terms of fgw: EB = −νGM2B/2a = −[pi2/3/2]νMB(GMB)2/3(f2/3gw ), where
ν is the symmetric mass ratio, ν = m1m2/M
2
B = q/(1 + q)
2 (equal to 1/4
for an equal mass binary and invariant under the change of the mass ratio
q = m2/m1 in q
−1). As GWs carry away energy, E˙B < 0, the binary
contracts. During inspiral, the semi-major axis decreases, the Keplerian
frequency increases and thus fgw. To leading order, the key (orbit-averaged)
equation that rules the binary contraction during the quasi-adiabatic, long-
lived inspiral, is
E˙B = −PGW ≡ −32
5
c5
G
(
GMc
c3
pifgw
)10/3
(1)
where the right-hand side gives the radiated power in GWs, PGW, for a
circular binary.¶ Equation (1) contains the so called binary chirp mass
Mc ≡ (m1m2)
3/5
(m1 +m2)1/5
= ν3/5MB =
q3/5
(1 + q)6/5
M
2/5
B , (2)
i.e. a combination of the individual BH masses, expressed in terms of the
symmetric mass ratio ν.
As EB and fgw can be expressed in terms of the semi-major axis a,
equation (1) can be recast to give the rate of change of a˙. It is then a
simple exercise to determine the coalescence time, defined as the time it
takes a BH binary, driven by GW losses, to reach null separation (in the
point mass approximation), knowing that the binary formed with an initial
semi-major axis a◦, set by ”astrophysical” conditions. For a circular binary
tcoal =
5
256
c5
G3
a◦4
ν M3B
=
5 · 24
256
1
ν
GMB
c3
a˜4◦, (3)
where a˜◦ is the binary semi-major axis in units of RG = 2GMB/c2. [If
the binary is eccentric with initial eccentricity e◦, the coalescence time is
shorter by a factor G(e◦)(1−e2◦)7/2, with G(e◦) varying from 1 (for e◦ = 0)
to 1.80 (for e◦ = 1).]
Due to the weakness of the gravitational coupling constant and the
steep dependence of τcoal on a◦, the coalescence time can be very long,
¶We defer the reader to the book by M. Maggiore, Gravitational Waves (Oxford Uni-
versity Press), for a detailed derivation of all the equations presented in this Chapter.
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unless the binary is initially extremely eccentric. A (circular) binary of
MB = 10
5 M (103 M) reaches coalescence in 0.27 Gyrs, corresponding
to the cosmic time at redshift z ∼ 15, if the two BHs have a separation
of a◦ ∼ ν1/4 1.5× 104RG (ν1/44.84× 104RG), corresponding to ν1/4 30 AU
(ν1/4 0.1 AU). Reaching these separations requires the presence of non-GW
dissipative processes, active when the binary interacts with the environment
or when the progenitor stars undergo a fine-tuned evolution, as discussed
in section 7.
Coalescing seed BHs are at cosmological distances. Thus the GW sig-
nal is affected by the expansion of the universe. If z is the cosmological
redshift of the source of GWs, it is possible to show that (i) the observed
frequency, denoted for simplicity as f here-on, is redshifted with respect to
the frequency fgw as measured in the source frame, f = fgw/(1+z); (ii) the
chirp mass in the source frame Mc is replaced by the redshifted chirp mass
Mc = (1+z)Mc; (iii) the source distance d is identified with the luminosity
distance dL; and (iv) the time to coalescence as measured in the observer
frame is τcoal = (1 + z)tcoal. Note that the combination Mcf = Mcfgw is
redshift independent.
Equation (1) can be recast to determine the rate of change of the fre-
quency of the GW, fgw, during the inspiral phase, in the source frame. If
one includes PN terms and refers to the rate of change of f in the observer
frame, the frequency is chirping at a rate
f˙ =
96
5
pi3/8
(
GMc
c3
)5/3
f11/3
[
1 +DPN] . (4)
where DPN is the PN correction, up to the desired order higher than leading
(Blanchet, 2014). DPN depends on the initial phase and coalescence time.
It can be expanded analytically in powers of ν and of Mcf. Spin effects
can also be inserted in DPN [Blanchet (2014)].
The frequency evolution of the GW is determined by the chirp massMc,
according to equation (4). Thus, measuring f˙ provides directly the measure
of the redshifted chirp mass associated to the binary. The PN corrections
present in DPN help lifting the degeneracy in the intrinsic parameters of
the source present in the signal, and in particular the individual masses in
the observer frame.
If we neglect for simplicity the PN term in equation (4), we can estimate
the residence time of an inspiraling BBH measured by the observer’s clock,
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when it enters the sensitivity window at a frequency fin and exits at fout:
τdet =
5
256pi8/3
1
ν
(
c3
GMc
)5/3(
1
f
8/3
in
− 1
f
8/3
out
)
. (5)
Equation (5) shows that an unequal mass binary with ν  1, and/or a
binary with a smaller chirp mass stay in band much longer covering many
cycles. A back of the envelope calculation shows that the number of cycles
that a BBH covers before merging scales as Ncycles ∝ ν−1M−5/3B f−5/3in .
The chirp signal contains further information on the binary, as it is
accompanied by an increase of the amplitude h of the GW. According to
GR, the GW signal from an inspiraling binary can be decomposed in its
plus and cross polarization states, which take the following form in the
Fourier domain:
h˜+(f) =
(
5
12
)1/2
1
pi2/3
c
dL
(
GMc
c3
)5/6
eiΦ
PN
+ (f)
1
f7/6
(
1 + cos2 ι
2
)
(6)
h˜×(f) =
(
5
12
)1/2
1
pi2/3
c
dL
(
GMc
c3
)5/6
eiΦ
PN
× (f)
1
f7/6
cos ι (7)
where ΦPN+ (f) = Φ
PN
× (f) − pi/2 are the phases, computed at the desired
PN order, and ι is the binary inclination angle, i.e. the angle between the
orbital angular momentum L and the line of sight. The polarization of
the GW has a direct relationship to the motions of the BHs projected on
the observers sky plane, and the h+/h× gives directly the inclination angle
ι. When the binary is seen edge-on (ι = pi/2), h× = 0, radiation has +
polarization only, since from the observer’s view the motion of the two BHs
projected on the sky is linear. When ι = 0, the binary is seen face-on and
the BHs execute a circular motion in the sky. In this case both polarization
components have equal amplitude and are out of phase by pi/2.
If the GW detector (or a network of detectors) enables the measure of
the two independent polarization states of a GW, from the chirp signal (eq.
4, 6, and 7) one can infer the luminosity distance dL of the source. From
the ratio h+/h× we obtain the inclination angle cos ι, from the frequency
chirp the redshifted chirp mass, so that from the measured value of h+
(or h×) we can read off dL. Coalescing BBHs are gravitational standard
candles, or as often said, standard sirens. The application of the luminosity
distance-redshift relation (dL versus z) from the current cosmological model
provides the redshift of the source zsource and the inference of the source-
frame physical parameters. But, if an EM counterpart is associated to and
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identified with the GW source, it is then possible to have a direct measure of
zsource and this allows for an independent measure of the Hubble expansion
parameter to a certain degree of accuracy (Tamanini et al., 2016).
4.2. The merger and the newly formed black hole
The merger occurs in the strong field regime when the spacetime of the
two plunging BHs is violently changing, and NR simulations are the only
tool to track the dynamics and extract the GW signal in the far field. The
observation of the first coalescing BBHs (Abbott et al., 2016a) has shown
that the GW signal is extremely simple at merger: after the chirp, the
amplitude of the GW is observed to decay rapidly, as predicted by NR
simulations and perturbation theory. The frequency derivative is no longer
described by equation (4), as it coasts to a finite value, when the new BH
forms. This maximum frequency, derived from NR simulations, is close to
twice the Keplerian frequency at the ISCO for a binary of total mass MB,
fgw,max ∼ c
3
pi63/2GMB
= 4.4× 103
(
M
MB
)
Hz. (8)
The simple scaling of fgw,max withMB shows that detecting coalescing sBHs
of 10 M requires interferometers operating at frequencies 104 times higher
than those requested to detect IMBHs in a binary with MB = 10
5 M.
The merger of BBHs carries tremendous luminosity of the order of
LGW ≈ ν (c5/G) ∼ 3.6 × 1059 ν erg s−1 which is independent on
MB, as in GR mass MB is a length, and time has same dimension. This
huge luminosity is emitted for a short time lapse, in the immediate vicinity
of the merger proper. What depends on the mass scale is the total en-
ergy radiated away in GWs. It arises from two sources: the gravitational
binding energy liberated during the inspiral and plunge, and the energy
present in the geometry of the deformed, rotating relic before it settles into
a new Kerr BH. As rule of thumb, the radiated energy is approximately
equal to the binding energy at ISCO of a particle with reduced mass µ
(where µ = νMB), and can account for 3.8% − 42% of µc2 depending on
the spin of the primary (i.e. heavier) BH and whether the orbit is prograde
or retrograde, relative to the spin direction.
If the inspiral, merger and ringdown of a coalescing binary is fully in
band and the source is detected in both polarization states with a high
signal-to-noise-ratio, then it is possible to carry on highly accurate mea-
surements of the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the source, as the
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luminosity distance, the individual masses and spins of the BHs, and the
final mass and spin of the new BH, in the source frame.‖ Fitting formulae
instructed by NR simulations exist (Barausse et al., 2012) that help infer-
ring the final mass of the new BH, given approximately by the difference
between the initial mass MB and the energy carried away by the GWs.
Likewise, the final spin Sf can be viewed to lowest order as the sum of
the orbital angular momentum L at ISCO plus the intrinsic angular mo-
menta of the two BHs. For equal-mass non spinning BBHs, the final spin
is χspin,f = 0.6865.
4.3. Extracting the signal from the noise
Match filtering is the technique used to extract the source signal from the
noise. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (or ρ) of a source is computed as
(SNR)2 =
∫ ∞
0
d ln f
|2h˜(f)√f |2
Snoise
(9)
where S
1/2
noise is the spectral strain sensitivity or spectral amplitude (with
dimension Hz−1/2) describing the noise in the detector, and h˜(f) =
F+h˜+(f) + F×h˜×(f), (in units of Hz−1). The SNR accumulates over the
observing time, until the source rapidly fades away, as in the case of a
coalescing BH binary, or exits from the observing bandwidth. Customar-
ily, (fSnoise)
1/2 and fh˜(f) are plotted in the same diagram as function of
frequency f , to describe the sensitivity window of an interferometric ex-
periment and the strength of the source signal, respectively. During BBH
inspiral fh˜(f) ∝ f−1/6 decreases with increasing f , as the source completes
less cycles in a given frequency interval. But, the decrease in fh˜ is com-
pensated by the increase in the SNR, which accumulates over time up to
fmax or fout. Typically, merging BBHs cover from a few and up to many
cycles Ncycles ∼ O(10)−O(1000) depending on their mass and on the value
of the frequency fin at the time of entrance in the interferometer.
5. High redshift binary seed black holes and low redshift
intermediate mass black holes
The Gravitational Wave Universe is the universe we can explore using GWs
as new messengers over a wide range of frequencies. Coalescing heavy seeds
‖A current and powerful tool used to carry on parameter estimation is the Effective One
Body (EOB) theory, where re-summed PN inspiral waveforms are smoothly attached
to quasi-normal ringdown modes via a transition function calibrated by NR (Buonanno
and Damour, 1999; Buonanno and Sathyaprakash, 2014).
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and MBHs of up to a few 107 M are the targets of the Laser Interfer-
ometer Space Antenna (LISA) operating in the 0.1 mHz-0.1 Hz interval
[Amaro-Seoane et al. (2013, 2017)]. Light seeds are the targets of the third
generation of ground-based detectors (III GBI) as the Einstein Telescope
[Sathyaprakash et al. (2012); Abbott et al. (2017a)], sensitive between about
1 Hz (or a few Hz) and several 103 Hz, that will let us detect the signal
from sBHs and IMBHs in binaries out to high z ∼ 5 − 6. sBH binaries
with total masses between 60 M and 300 M can sweep through the LISA
frequency domain years to months before coalescing in the kHz bandwidth
[Sesana (2016)]. Advanced LIGO and Virgo interferometers operating in
the 10-103 Hz interval [Abbott et al. (2016b)] will have the capability of
detecting binary IMBHs of 300 M out to z ∼ 1, setting the conditions for
the early search of IMBHs in the universe.
Figure 3 shows the GW signal fh˜ from seed BHs in circular, equal-mass
binaries with (source-frame) total mass MB = 10
5 M (solid lines) and
104 M (dashed lines) in blue and light blue colors as they sweep across
the LISA band. The signal is shown varying the redshift of the source from
z ∼ 13 down to z ∼ 3. For BH binaries with MB = 105 M, the coalescence
signal is in band enabling accurate source parameter estimations. For BH
binaries of 104 M, LISA can only detect the inspiral phase and measure
the chirp mass and precession effects if spin are high and misaligned. These
seeds are sufficiently light to attain their maximum frequency out of the
LISA sensitivity band. Their signal stands above the bucket of the sensitiv-
ity curve with accumulated SNR of <∼50, typically. Figure 3 shows also the
signal (solid lines in yellow and dark green colors) from circular, equal-mass
binaries with source-frame total mass MB = 300 M as they transit across
the LISA sensitivity band during the inspiral phase and enter the LIGO-
Virgo band where they merge. Only relatively close-by (z < 1) IMBHs
in equal mass binaries with individual mass of ∼ 150 M (just above the
pair-instability gap) can be detected both by LISA and LIGO-Virgo. Fig-
ure 4 shows the range where both space and Earth-based interferometers
can operate jointly in the search of heavy sBHs and IMBHs, in the mass
interval between 10 M up to several 103 M. At the redshifts z<∼1, IMBHs
may not represent unevolved light seeds, and may describe a population of
IMBHs that form in dense star clusters that build up their present mass,
during the cosmic evolution of their host galaxies.
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6. The black holes of the gravitational wave universe
Figure 5 illustrates the vastness of the cosmic horizon probed by the LISA
observatory, in the hunt of heavy seed BHs and of MBHs. Contour lines
of constant (sky, inclination and polarization averaged) SNR are shown in
the (MB − z) plane, for spinning (non-precessing) BHs in binaries with
mass ratio q = m2/m1 = 0.2. We recall that the SNR scales linearly
with ν = q/(1 + q)2, thus binaries of equal mass carry the highest SNR.
Astrophysical considerations on BH sinking in galactic mergers suggest that
the likely interval for q is between 0.1 and 1 (Colpi, 2014).
As shown in Figure 5, LISA is dominated by high SNR sources, and can
reveal BBHs up to z ∼ 20 in a large mass interval between a few 103 M to
a few 106 M, where (mostly heavy) seeds are. Around z ∼ 2−3, during the
peak of the star formation rate and AGN activity in the universe (Madau
and Dickinson, 2014; Merloni, 2016), LISA can detect the inspiral of IMBHs
of about 103 M, the full signal of BBHs up to 107 M, and the merger and
ringdown signal of eccentric low-redshift BBHs of 108 M, complementing
observations from future EM surveys (Nandra et al., 2013).
BHs cross the LISA bandwidth as mergers are inevitable in our hierar-
chical universe [Amaro-Seoane et al. (2013)]. BBH coalescences pinpoint
places where galaxy mergers occur. Thus, LISA provides a new and unique
way to explore galaxy clustering. This is illustrated in Figure 5 where we
depicted two heavy seeds hosted in their dark matter halos, merging around
z ∼ 10. Both seeds increase their mass before coalescing, fed by gas. We
allowed the new BH to grow by accretion to deposit a MBH of a few 107 M
detectable as AGN during cosmic high noon.
In virtue of the extremely high SNR of most of the events, the BH pa-
rameters will be extracted with exquisite precision (Klein et al., 2016). For
the loud sources with SNR> 60, individual redshifted masses can be mea-
sured with an error of 0.1% on both components. Even more importantly,
the spins of the BHs can be determined to an absolute uncertainty down
to 0.01 (Klein et al., 2016), in the loud sources. Information on the astro-
physical evolution of massive BHs is encoded in the statistical properties of
the observed population. As first illustrated in Sesana et al. (2007) obser-
vations of multiple BBH coalescences can be combined to learn about their
formation path and cosmic evolution. In particular the mass distribution
of the ensemble of observed events encodes information on the nature of
the first seeds, whereas the spin distribution constrains the primary mode
of accretion (whether chaotic or coherent) (Berti and Volonteri, 2008).
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The distinctive high SNR of BBH mergers allows for BH spectroscopy,
i.e. the direct measure of several frequencies and damping times associated
to the quasi-normal modes present in the ringdown signal of the new-born
MBH (Berti et al., 2016). This will enable direct precision tests of the ”no-
hair” theorem in the dynamical sector. Violations of GR prediction indicate
new physics, the presence of exotic dark objects and indirect quantum
gravity effects (Berti et al., 2015; Cardoso and Pani, 2017).
7. Formation channels of binary black holes and time delays
Detecting seed BHs at high redshifts as GW sources poses a stringent re-
quirement: their existence in binaries in a GW-hard state, i.e. in binaries
with semi-major axis and eccentricity such that the coalescence time tcoal
given by equation (3) is a fraction of the cosmic time at the redshift of
formation, or equivalently a fraction of the then Hubble time. (GW-hard
binaries driven by the sole GW emission are the ones described in § 4.)
This level of hardness can be computed posing tcoal(a◦, e◦; z) = tHubble(z).
The equality provides the values of the semi-major axis a◦ and eccentricity
e◦ that a binary should have to be GW-hard, at some stage of its evolution.
A binary is in a GW-soft state if its coalescence time at formation is
longer than the Hubble time. Some never coalesce, other transit to a GW-
hard state. The transition from a GW-soft to a GW-hard state is possible
and regulated by dissipative processes of non-GW origin. Hydrodynamical
or/and stellar torques acting on the binary control this transition and their
strength and effectiveness depend on the environment in which the binary
is embedded (Colpi, 2014).
In Nature, binaries are expected to form in the GW-soft state, and this
leads to the concept of time delay, representing the time lapse between the
time of formation of the binary tform at a given redshift z and the time
of coalescence as measured in the source frame. Long time delays make
it possible to detect sBH which formed at a much earlier epoch, when the
host, now incorporated in a larger galaxy, was metal-poor. This is the case
of GW150914 (Schneider et al., 2017). But detecting seeds at high redshifts
requires binaries to form GW-hard.
Little is known about how seed BHs pair to form GW-hard binaries in
the high-z universe. They may form in-situ or via halo-halo mergers. Heavy
seeds in GW-hard binaries can form in-situ, i.e. within a halo, if the pro-
genitor is a single supermassive star rotating differentially and subjected to
the m = 2 mode instability. Hydrodynamical simulations, which incorpo-
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rate the dynamical spacetime evolution, show that an m = 2 perturbation
nested inside the flow can grow, leading to the formation of a binary of two
highly spinning heavy seeds which swiftly merge in a short time (Reisswig
et al., 2013). Light seeds forming inside massive (> 107 M) dense star
clusters of low but not-null metallicity (Devecchi et al., 2012), might pair
and form GW-hard binaries through the dynamical channel as they grad-
ually harden via transient three-body or four-body encounters, leading to
frequent substitutions of the sBH/IMBH companion, large amplitude oscil-
lations of the eccentricity, and finally to coalescence (Mandel et al., 2008;
Haster et al., 2016). Intermediate mass ratio inspirals (so called IMRIs)
involving a binary system with a sBH and an IMBH may form in Nature
and be detectable as GW sources at relatively low z. These events however
may not represent the mergers of light seed BHs in the high redshift uni-
verse, and only deep observations with LISA will let us distinguish among
possible pathways.
An alternative avenue of formation of heavy seeds in binaries is via halo-
halo mergers whose dynamics is influenced by the evolving cosmological
background. At present, cosmological simulation do not have the force
resolution to track in full detail the dynamics of the seed BHs embedded in
their halos (from 103 parsecs scale down to a few AU), nor their accretion
and associated feedback, which are implemented via sub-grid prescriptions
at scales of several parsecs. There exists a sub-grid advection scheme in
which BHs are artificially dragged toward the halo centre and then forced
to merge promptly as the two halos merge. Recent simulations by Tremmel
et al. (2015), which include fine-tuned dynamics to account for unresolved
dynamical friction, find that MBHs from merging dwarf galaxies can spend
significant time away from the centre of the remnant galaxy. In future,
improving the modeling of seed/IMBH/MBH orbital decay will help in
making predictions on the growth, detectability, and merger rates of BHs
over a wide mass spectrum and redshifts.
Dedicated, higher resolution numerical simulations of merging galaxies
(not in a full cosmological context) indicate that in gas-rich galaxy-galaxy
merger the MBHs sink to the centre-most regions of the new galaxy to
form a Keplerian binary (when the mass in stars and gas inside the BH
orbit becomes comparable to MB), if the two galaxies have comparable
mass. In unequal mass mergers, sinking of the BHs is effective if they
are surrounded by a massive stellar cusp that formed during the merger.
This process enhances the BH effective mass, and stellar dynamical friction
becomes more efficient in braking the BH orbits (Callegari et al., 2009). Due
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to the richness and variety of galaxy encounters, there is the possibility that
in gas-rich galactic discs one or both MBHs are scattered away from the
disc plane in their dynamical interaction off massive clouds. Alternatively,
one MBH can be trapped in a massive cloud, and this leads to a broadening
of the sinking times, which vary from a few hundreds of Myrs to a few Gyrs.
The BH binary that forms then harden via scattering off individual stars
which extract orbital energy and angular momentum (the so called sling-
shot mechanism). This process is rapid as long as their is a sufficiently
large reservoir of stars on loss cone orbit, in a tri-axial remnant. Processes
reminiscent to Type II planet migration (Haiman et al., 2009) can further
harden the binary on scales below the mpc if the BHs are surrounded by
a circum-binary gas disc. Gravitational gas-dynamical torques are able to
taxi the BHs into the GW-driven regime. At present there is only one
simulation capable of tracking the full dynamical history of a 108 M BH
binary from the kpc scale down to merger proper (Khan et al., 2016). (For
a review on the BH dynamics in minor and major galaxy merger we refer
to Colpi (2014).)
8. Coalescence rates of binary black holes in LISA
The expected rate of BBH coalescences is weakly constrained by current
EM observations of galaxy-galaxy mergers with MBHs at their centre. Esti-
mating the rate is extremely difficult as it depends on a variety of processes
difficult to model, among which: (i) the mass spectrum of the seeds and
their initial occupation fraction in galactic halos; (ii) their BH mass and
spin accretion history; (iii) the type of galaxy hosts in which the BHs in-
habit; (iv) the dynamics of pairing and hardening of the BHs in the new
galaxy halo, depending on the gas and stellar content of the progenitor ha-
los/galaxies and on their orbits in a cosmological context; (iv) the extent of
GW recoils which may decrease the occupation fraction of BHs in galaxies
that can further merge.
Figure 6 shows the rates expected from three models associated to dif-
ferent seeding mechanisms described in the caption (Klein et al., 2016).
The difference in the merger rates among the models is due to the differ-
ent mass functions and occupation numbers of the light seeds compared
to the heavy seeds, and to the strength of the dynamical interactions that
the seeds experience with stars and gas in order to pair on the smallest
scales where GWs drive the inspiral. The three models bracket the possible
range of coalescence rates. Cosmological simulations of the galaxy assem-
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bly anchored to estimates of the local galaxy-merger-rate predict a few to
few-hundred coalescences per year for the LISA events.
9. Massive black holes in the near universe and the role of
EMRI’s LISA sources
Dwarf galaxies are expected to experience relatively quiet merger histories,
and thus potentially host the least-massive BHs of the today universe. Ex-
tending the local M•−σ correlation and ancillary relations as the M•−M∗
one to low mass galaxies leads to a larger scatter of the data, and a richness
in the host galaxy’s morphology and kinematics (Kormendy and Ho, 2013).
Thus, even in the zero-redshift universe, the knowledge of the low-end of
the SMBH mass distribution, and of the occupation fraction in galaxies is
incomplete. Often in low mass galaxies, a nuclear star cluster is in place,
and a central MBH/IMBH may or may not cohabit the cluster.
A systematic search for the EM signature of an AGN in dwarf galaxies
has been carried in Reines et al. (2013), who showed interestingly that (even
bulge-less) dwarf galaxies host central BHs with median virial masses of
105 M. Whether this mass is close to the seed mass is not predictable.
Over the age of the universe, even in the quiet environment of a dwarf one
can not exclude a secular growth due to stellar tidal captures and disruption
events (Stone et al., 2017). This may lead to the growth of the BH of up
to a ”minimal” mass Mz=0min ∼ 105 M, irrespective of the initial mass, thus
erasing information on the seed formation mechanisms (Alexander, 2017).
EM observations of nearby galactic nuclei will bring further insight into
this process of mass saturation at a minimal level.
LISA will also contribute to increment knowledge on the mass distri-
bution of MBH in nearby galaxies in the range between a few 104 M up
to a few 106 M. Exquisite probes are the so called Extreme Mass Ratio
Inspirals (EMRIs) (Gair et al., 2017). An EMRI is a extreme mass ratio bi-
nary comprising a MBH and a sBH moving on a highly relativistic, mildly
eccentric (0-0.2) orbit. The sBH performs about 104 − 105 cycles before
crossing the horizon of the large BH, and its orbit displays extreme forms
of in plane and off-plane relativistic precession. The waveform encodes in-
formation on the masses of the two BHs, the eccentricity of the orbit at
plunge and the spin of the large BH to such an extent that it will make
it possible to measure deviations from the quadrupole moment of the the
central object up to a precision of one part in 10−4 − 10−3 (Gair et al.,
2017). This shall enable us to test whether the central object is a MBH or
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a horizonless object as a boson star, and measure the redshifted mass of
the sBH a with a precision of one part in 10−5. EMRI rates are uncertain
and range between 0 and 100 yr−1 (Alexander and Bar-Or, 2017). Loss
cone dynamics at the gravitational sphere of influence of the massive MBH
suggests that an EMRI is produced out of ∼ 100 direct plunges, driven
by angular momentum changes over the two-body relaxation times. The
EMRI’s dynamics is extremely sensitive to the stellar distribution around
the MBH, so that detecting EMRIs not only will test the nature of the
central object but thanks to the accurate mass measurement it can probe
the sBH and SMBH mass distribution in Milky Way like galaxies as well
as dwarfs, out to a redshift z ∼ 2. The EMRI signal is just detectable
above the bucket of the LISA observatory sensitivity, where there are also
the signals from the coalescing seed BHs.
10. BH archaeology
Following the first direct detection of GWs by the LIGO Scientific Collab-
oration and Virgo Collaboration, and the success of the LISA Pathfinder
mission, we can firmly claim that we are heading into an era of discoveries
with the opening of a new window on the universe: the GW window. There
is a fil rouge connecting sBHs and SMBHs. SMBHs, already in place at
redshifts as large as z ∼ 7, may rise from a unique building block, the BHs
of stellar origin, or from many avenues, e.g. from a population of IMBHs
still elusive to EM observations. A possibility not envisaged in this chap-
ter is that a fraction of BHs in the mass window between 25 − 100 M
are of primordial origin (Carr et al., 2017). The discovery of primordial
BHs with mass below the maximum mass of a neutron star, would also
be ground-braking as it would indicate a formation path of cosmological
(non-stellar) origin taking us closer to the Big Bang. LISA shall have the
capability of detecting the early-forming heavy seeds and track their growth
across all cosmic ages, surveying the low-mass tail of the SMBH mass spec-
trum. Ground based interferometers in their advanced configurations and
the third generation of detectors will push observations of sBHs close to the
epoch of cosmic reionization, unveiling the high-mass end of sBHs. With
this new field of BH archaeology, we will be able to discover if BHs over a
wide interval of masses, from about 10 M up to 1010 M are the universal
outcome of un-halted gravitational collapse, in Nature.
Overall, we can conclude that gravitational waves may provide the per-
haps most promising pathway to determine the BH mass function over a
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large range of redshifts, and it is important to extend current facilities to
also probe GWs from black hole mergers in the intermediate or supermas-
sive range. These investigations can and should be complemented with
observations of classic EM radiation. The next chapter will thus conclude
the book with future prospects from EM observations.
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Fig. 1. Cartoon illustrating the BH mass spectrum encompassing the whole astrophys-
ical relevant range, from sBHs to SMBHs, through the unexplored (light-green) zone
where seed BHs are expected to form and grow. Vertical black-lines denote the two sBH
masses in GW150914 (Abbott et al., 2016a), the massM• of RGG118 (the lightest SMBH
known as of today in the dwarf galaxy RG118), of SgrA* in the Milky Way (Genzel et al.,
2010), and of J0100+2802 (the heaviest SMBH ever recorded). The mass distribution of
sBHs, drawn from the observations of the Galactic sBH candidates, has been extended to
account for the high-mass tail following the discovery of GW150914, which host sBHs of
∼ 30 M, in the binary prior merging. The minimum (maximum) sBHs is arbitrarily set
equal to 3 M (60 M), and the theoretically predicted pair-instability gap is depicted
as narrow darker-grey strip. The SMBH distribution has been drawn scaling their mass
according to the local galaxy mass function and M•-σ correlation. The decline below
∼ 105 M is set arbitrary: BH of ∼ 104−5 M may not be ubiquitous in low-mass galax-
ies as often a nuclear star cluster is in place in these galaxies, which may or may not
host a central IMBH (Graham and Spitler, 2009). The black stars and dashed tracks
illustrate the possibility that a SMBH forms as sBH-only (born on the left side of the
sBH gap) or as light seed (on the right of the gap) which then grows through phases of
super-Eddington accretion (Lupi et al., 2016). The red star and dotted track illustrates
the possibility of a genetic divide between sBHs and SMBHs, and that a heavy seed forms
through the direct collapse of a supermassive isolated cloud/protostar in a metal free,
atomic-hydrogen cooling, dark-matter halo (Latif et al., 2013; Schleicher et al., 2013).
The seed later grows via gas accretion and mergers with other halos. LIGO-Virgo, the
third generation of Ground Based Interferometers, and the LISA space mission will shed
light into the physical mechanisms leading to the formation of SMBHs in the unexplored
range between sBHs and SMBHs.
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Fig. 2. Mass distribution of light seeds (top panel) and heavy seeds (bottom panel) born
in dark matter halos of ∼ 108 M at z > 16.5, at three different redshifts z = 16.5, 15, 13,
in a biased region of the universe selected to explain the existence of SMBHs at z ∼ 7.
The seeds live in isolated halos for about 200 Myrs, before halo-halo mergers occur.
During this lapse time, heavy seeds grow faster than light seeds that do not modify
significantly their mass spectrum. The dashed lines in the upper panels indicate the
average mass of isolated light seed at the corresponding z. Courtesy of R. Valiante and
R. Schneider (Valiante et al., 2018).
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105M 
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Fig. 3. Red curve depicts the sensitivity curve of the LISA observatory in its current
design (Amaro-Seoane et al., 2017), expressed in terms of the strain noise (fSnoise)
1/2 as
a function of the observer-frame frequency f . The GW signal from coalescing seed BHs
in circular binaries at selected redshifts is described in terms of the sky, inclination and
polarization averaged characteristic strain fh˜(f) (in dimensionless units) inferred using
non-precessing waveform models (Santamar´ıa et al., 2010): upper solid and dashed lines
in blu and light blu colors refer to signals form BBHs with mass ratio q = 1 and total
rest-frame mass MB = 10
5 M and 104 M, respectively. The two family of lines refer
to BH binaries detected at different redshift, as indicated in the inset, from z = 3 up to
z = 13. Lower yellow and dark-green solid curves refer to IMBH binaries with total mass
MB = 300 M and q = 1; colors are associated to different redshifts varying between 0.1
and 2, as indicated in the inset with corresponding colors. Notice that for each BBH of
given mass MB, the frequency at which fh˜(f) is maximum (i.e. near coalescence) shifts
to lower values with increasing redshift due to cosmic expansion. Seeds of 104 M do
not coalesce in the LISA band, and can be detected during their inspiral phase only, out
to very large redshifts. IMBH binaries with mass of 300 M are detectable first in the
LISA band, during their slow adiabatic contraction, and later at the time of coalescence
in the LIGO-Virgo band, only if they are at low redshift z<∼1 (as also described in Figure
4).
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Fig. 4. DL−M plane, where on the left y-axis DL is the luminosity distance (in units of
Mpc), on the right y−axis the redshift z, and on the x−axis the total mass of the binary
MB in the the source-frame. Lines of constant sky, inclination and polarization averaged
SNR are drawn for non-spinning, equal mass binaries hosting sBHs and IMBHs. The
SNR is computed using the waveform models of Santamar´ıa et al. (2010). The figure
illustrates the synergy between LISA and advanced LIGO in the common effort to search
for low redshift sBH and IMBH binaries. LISA detects the sources in the inspiral phase,
whereas LIGO in the merger proper.
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Fig. 5. The z −MB plane, where z is the redshift and MB the rest-frame BBH total
mass in units of M. The luminosity distance Dl is plotted on the right of the y-
axis. Lines of constant (sky-polarization-and-inclination averaged) SNR are drawn for
spinning (non-precessing) BBHs, with mass ratio q = 0.2. The spins are aligned with
the orbital angular momentum and have equal magnitude χspin = 0.9. The SNR is
computed using the waveform models of Santamar´ıa et al. (2010). Dotted lines refer to
the redshifts of: cosmic high noon (z ∼ 2, corresponding to the peak of the averaged star
formation rate and AGN activity); cosmic reionization at about z ∼ 6, corresponding
to the end of epoch when interstellar hydrogen transited from being neutral to being
ionized); and cosmic dawn (between 20 < z < 9, where the first luminous objects star to
form). We inserted a BH evolutionary track to show that BHs inevitably cross the LISA
bandwidth. Black dots represent BHs, the arrows the spin vectors S. BHs are embedded
in galactic halos (white-yellow circles) and experience episodes of accretion (black lines)
and coalescences inside merged halos, which increase the mass and modify the spin. The
selected track illustrates the formation of a heavy BH active during cosmic high noon.
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FIG. 3. Predicted merger rates per unit redshift (left panel) and per unit total redshifted mass Mz = (m1 +m2)(1 + z) (right
panel) for the three models described in the text.
(cf. Sec. III A). Note however that setting Qc = 2
only decreases the merger rates by a factor ⇠ 2.
As in the case of the popIII model, the inclusion
of delays makes this model more “realistic” (and
conservative).
(3) Model Q3-nod: This is the same as model Q3-
d, but without accounting for the delays between
galaxy and MBH mergers. For this reason, this
model should be considered an “optimistic” (upper
bound) scenario for eLISA event rates.
For each of the three models above we simulate about
1300 galaxies/galaxy clusters, with dark-matter masses
ranging from 1010M  to 1016M . By tracking self-
consistently the mass and spin evolution of MBHs and
their interaction (e.g. via feedback and accretion) with
the galactic host, our model allows us to predict the
masses, spin magnitudes and spin orientations of the
MBHs when they form a GW-driven binary system. As
such, while MBHBs often present partially aligned, high
spins in our simulations, systems with low and/or mis-
aligned spins are also possible in the three models listed
above
The merger rates for popIII models are rather insensi-
tive to the inclusion of delays, but this is not true for the
heavy-seed models. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, which
shows the predicted MBH merger rates as a function of
mass and redshift in the three models considered above.
Note that while the popIII and Q3-nod models predict a
high merger rate up to z > 15, very few or no events at
z > 10 are expected in the Q3-d model.
The di↵erence in merger rates among the various seed
models is due to two factors. First, di↵erent models have
di↵erent mass functions and occupation numbers at high
z. Second, whether a MBHB stalls or merges depends
on the details of its interactions with the stars, nuclear
gas, and other MBHs, which depend critically on the
MBH masses (cf. [59] for more details on our assump-
tions regarding these interactions). The di↵erent MBH
mass functions at high redshifts in the light- and heavy-
seed models imply that many more binaries can “stall” at
high redshifts in the heavy-seed scenarios. Nevertheless,
since our treatment of the delays is quite simplified (in
particular when it comes to modeling triple MBH sys-
tems and the interaction with nuclear gas), models Q3-d
and Q3-nod can be thought of as bracketing the possible
range of merger rates.
D. Population completeness
Because our models follow the coevolution of MBHs
with galaxies including both their dark-matter and bary-
onic constituents (cf. Fig. 2), at fixed resolution for the
dark-matter merger trees our simulations become com-
putationally expensive for high redshifts and very mas-
sive galaxies. For galaxies with dark-matter halo masses
MH > 10
13M  at z = 0, we find that it becomes di -
cult to resolve the halos where MBHs form at high red-
shifts within acceptable computational times. Therefore
it is possible that we may “miss” merging binaries at
high redshift, when simulating the most massive halos at
z = 0.
We quantify this e↵ect in Figure 4, which shows the
number of MBH mergers as a function of halo mass. The
linear trend seen at MH < 10
13M  is easily explained.
_ _ _ _ “light seeds”
“nd-heavy seeds”
“heavy seeds”
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Fig. 6. Predicted BBH coalescence rates per unit redshift (left panel) and per unit
binary mass (observer-frame) Mz = (1 + z)MB (right panel) for three seed models, from
Klein et al. (Klein et al., 2016). The semi-analytical model used follows the evolution
of baryonic structur s along a da k-ma ter merger tree produced by an extended Press-
Schechter formalism, modified to reproduce results of N-body simulations[Klein t al.
(2016)]. In the light-seed scenario, seeds are drawn from a log-normal distribution for
the progenitor stars centered around 300 M with a rms of 0.2 dex and the exclusion
egion between 140− 260 M co responding to the onset of pair instabilities. Seed BHs
carry a mass equal to 2/3 of the mass of the progenitor star. The seeds are implanted
in rare massive halos collapsing from the 3.5σ peaks of the rim rdial density field and
are allowed to accrete at twice the Eddington limit. In the heavy-seed scenario, seed
BHs carry masses of 105 M at form before redshift z ∼ 15. Both light and heavy seed
models acco n for delays betwee the formation of the binary in a halo-halo merg r
and the time of its merging. GW driven coalescence acts on very small galactic scales
and dissipative mechanisms driven by the interaction of stars or gas with the binary set
h conditions f r its coalescence on timescale less than the current age of he universe.
Delays have been distributed over a range that varies according to the gas or/and stellar
conte t [rapid (long) when gas (stars) is (are) present, i.e. of order 108 yr (109 yr)] (see
Antonini et al. (2015) for details). The figure illustrates how se sitive are the merger
rates to the physical models for the seeds and delay time distributions. Courtesy of A.
Klein (Kl in et al., 2016).
